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The Formation of Western Europe,
800–1500

Europeans embark on
the Crusades, develop
new commercial and
political systems, and
suffer through bubonic
plague and the Hundred
Years' War.

Coronation of Philip II, Capetian king
(1179–1223), in Reims Cathedral.
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The Age of Faith
Church Reform and the Crusades

Spiritual Revival
• Starting in 900s, monasteries help bring about a

spiritual revival
• Reformers help restore and expand Church power

Problems in the Church
• Some Church officials marry even though the

Church objects
• Some officials practice simony—selling
religious offices
• Kings use lay investiture to appoint bishops
• Reformers believe only the Church should
appoint bishops



Cathedrals—Cities of God
Early Cathedrals
• Between 800–1100, churches are built in

Romanesque style
• Style includes thick walls and pillars, small

windows, round arches

A New Style of Church Architecture
• Gothic style evolves around 1100; term from

Germanic tribe, Goths
• Gothic style has large, tall windows for more light;

pointed arches
• Churches have stained glass windows, many

sculptures
• About 500 Gothic churches are built from 1170 to

1270
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The Crusades

The Beginning of the Crusades
• In 1093, Byzantine emperor asks for help fighting

the Turks
• Pope Urban II issues a call for a Crusade—a “holy

war”
Goals of the Crusades
• Pope wants to reclaim Jerusalem and reunite

Christianity
• Kings use the Crusades to send away knights

who cause trouble
• Younger sons hope to earn land or win glory by

fighting
• Later, merchants join Crusades to try to gain

wealth through trade
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Reform and Church Organization
• Starting in 1100s, popes reorganize Church like a

kingdom
• Pope’s advisors make Church laws; diplomats travel

throughout Europe
• Church collects tithes; uses money to care for sick,

poor

New Religious Orders
• Dominican and Franciscan orders form
• Friars in these orders vow poverty;
travel and

preach to the poor
• Some new orders for women are
founded
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Society, politics and religion changes in Europe and what
affected/caused those changes?

Society, politics and religion changes in Europe and what
affected/caused those changes?



Introduction
BIG CHANGESBIG CHANGES –– Though society remainedThough society remained

largely agrarian in Europe, commercial activitylargely agrarian in Europe, commercial activity
changed life in Europe and began manufacturingchanged life in Europe and began manufacturing
European kingdoms/governments increasedEuropean kingdoms/governments increased

power as a result of state sponsorship in thesepower as a result of state sponsorship in these
effortsefforts
 Intellectually, science became a centerpiece forIntellectually, science became a centerpiece for

the first time in world historythe first time in world history
 Internal conflicts in European society increasedInternal conflicts in European society increased

in areas of education and religionin areas of education and religion
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The Italian Renaissance
 Italy took the forefront in revolutionizing EuropeanItaly took the forefront in revolutionizing European

society in the 14society in the 14thth and 15and 15thth centuries…though largelycenturies…though largely
an artistic movement, the Renaissance challengedan artistic movement, the Renaissance challenged
medieval social structures while reviving the ideasmedieval social structures while reviving the ideas
of ancient Greece and Romeof ancient Greece and Rome
 Renaissance writers such as Boccaccio and PetrarchRenaissance writers such as Boccaccio and Petrarch

wrote in Italian, while emphasizing secular topicswrote in Italian, while emphasizing secular topics
in their writingsin their writings
 Artists such asArtists such as DaDa Vinci, Michelangelo andVinci, Michelangelo and

Donatello painted and sculpted more realisticDonatello painted and sculpted more realistic
human formshuman forms
 NiccoloNiccolo Machiavelli’sMachiavelli’s The PrinceThe Prince challenged feudalchallenged feudal

politics, emphasized Greek and Roman politicalpolitics, emphasized Greek and Roman political
ideas (democracy and autocracy) and paralleledideas (democracy and autocracy) and paralleled
Chinese Legalist philosophiesChinese Legalist philosophies
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The Italian Renaissance (con’t)

 Thinkers moved towardsThinkers moved towards HumanismHumanism, a focus of, a focus of
mankind as the center of social endeavors, whichmankind as the center of social endeavors, which
began to conflict religious doctrinebegan to conflict religious doctrine
Humanists at first did not directly attack theHumanists at first did not directly attack the

church, they just saw that more and more of whatchurch, they just saw that more and more of what
mankind did was the result of their effort, notmankind did was the result of their effort, not
divine intervention as the church would claimdivine intervention as the church would claim
 Italians began to become more commerce drivenItalians began to become more commerce driven

than the rest of feudal Europe, focusing onthan the rest of feudal Europe, focusing on
improving banking methods and becoming moreimproving banking methods and becoming more
capitalist drivencapitalist driven
 Politically, rather than expounding leadershipPolitically, rather than expounding leadership

through hereditary or divine right, more focus fellthrough hereditary or divine right, more focus fell
on what leaders could do for society or expandingon what leaders could do for society or expanding
cultureculture
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Renaissance Ideas Spread to Northern
Europe;

1.  What factors led to the
beginning of the

Renaissance
in northern Europe?

• the northern population
began to recover from
the plague.

• Hundred Years’ War
finally ended.

• cities were growing
rapidly

• city merchants were
becoming wealthy
enough to become
“patrons” as well as
educated in Humanist
pursuits.
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The Renaissance Moves North
 By the end of the 16By the end of the 16thth century, Italy declined as the center ofcentury, Italy declined as the center of

the Renaissance mainly due to the invasions of French andthe Renaissance mainly due to the invasions of French and
Spanish kings and the expansion of Atlantic tradeSpanish kings and the expansion of Atlantic trade
 The Northern Renaissance centered itself in France,The Northern Renaissance centered itself in France,

England and the Low Countries…classical Greek andEngland and the Low Countries…classical Greek and
Roman ideas (arts, architecture, history and literature)Roman ideas (arts, architecture, history and literature)
were all the rage to N. Europeans and became the center ofwere all the rage to N. Europeans and became the center of
education endeavorseducation endeavors
 Northern Humanists tended to be more religious thanNorthern Humanists tended to be more religious than

Italians attempting to blend secular ideas with religiousItalians attempting to blend secular ideas with religious
onesones
 Kings of N. Europe also became patrons of the arts whileKings of N. Europe also became patrons of the arts while

trying to limit the control of the church and sponsoredtrying to limit the control of the church and sponsored
trading companies and colonial ventures abroadtrading companies and colonial ventures abroad
 The same focus of political change impacted N. Europe, asThe same focus of political change impacted N. Europe, as

states became more centralized, however, still somewhatstates became more centralized, however, still somewhat
feudalfeudal
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Changes in Family and Technology
Contact with the eastern improved technologyContact with the eastern improved technology

…guns became more widespread, forged iron…guns became more widespread, forged iron
became stronger, ancient systems of pulleysbecame stronger, ancient systems of pulleys
and pumps made mining easier, printingand pumps made mining easier, printing
presses were built for moveable typepresses were built for moveable type
A EuropeanA European familysystemfamilysystem emerged, whereemerged, where

people married at later ages and emphasizedpeople married at later ages and emphasized
on nuclear families rather than extendedon nuclear families rather than extended
familiesfamilies
This new emphasis helped to not only controlThis new emphasis helped to not only control

birth rates but also opened up greaterbirth rates but also opened up greater
property ownership amongst average peopleproperty ownership amongst average people
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The Reformation

 As the 1500s started, …in 1517 a German monk namedAs the 1500s started, …in 1517 a German monk named MartinMartin
LutherLuther nailed hisnailed his 95 Theses95 Theses (propositions) to the door of a(propositions) to the door of a
church in Wittenberg…his main arguments were that thechurch in Wittenberg…his main arguments were that the
church was becoming corrupt, sellingchurch was becoming corrupt, selling indulgencesindulgences forfor
salvation of ones sins AND that the word of God alone, in thesalvation of ones sins AND that the word of God alone, in the
Bible, was enough for people to gain salvationBible, was enough for people to gain salvation
 Luther’s arguments became the foundations of a movementLuther’s arguments became the foundations of a movement

calledcalled ProtestantismProtestantism
 Many Germans supported him, as they resented papalMany Germans supported him, as they resented papal

authority and taxes and many regional princes saw this as anauthority and taxes and many regional princes saw this as an
opportunity to seize autonomy for their kingdoms, as theopportunity to seize autonomy for their kingdoms, as the
Holy Roman Emperor remained a papal figureheadHoly Roman Emperor remained a papal figurehead
 The Reformation also had social impacts, as it led toThe Reformation also had social impacts, as it led to

peasants become more rebellious towards landlordspeasants become more rebellious towards landlords
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 The conflicts between Catholics and Protestants led toThe conflicts between Catholics and Protestants led to
several wars during the 16th and 17th centuriesseveral wars during the 16th and 17th centuries

 In France, Henry of Navarre established the Edict of Nantes,In France, Henry of Navarre established the Edict of Nantes,
giving religious tolerance to Protestantsgiving religious tolerance to Protestants

 The Thirty Years War (1618The Thirty Years War (1618--1648) between Protestant1648) between Protestant
Germany and its allies vs. the Holy Roman Emperor andGermany and its allies vs. the Holy Roman Emperor and
Spain was another religious causedSpain was another religious caused conflictitconflictit was resolved bywas resolved by
thethe Peace of WestphaliaPeace of Westphalia in 1648 and also resulted inin 1648 and also resulted in
territories choosing religion and the Netherlands declaringterritories choosing religion and the Netherlands declaring
independence from Spanish controlindependence from Spanish control

 The English Civil War of the 1640s also involved issues withThe English Civil War of the 1640s also involved issues with
Catholics and Protestants, that mainly festered for yearsCatholics and Protestants, that mainly festered for years
after Henry VIII converted…the end result saw moreafter Henry VIII converted…the end result saw more
tolerance for Protestantism than Catholicismtolerance for Protestantism than Catholicism
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The Commercial Revolution
 Western economic structure underwent fundamental

changes in the 16th century, spurred by global trade
expansion

 Northern European empires took the different approach to
economic expansion, favoring private state sponsored
enterprises rather than full, complete control of economic
expansion by just the state itself

 More ordinary people became involved in economic
expansion and manufacturing growth…peasants still
farmed but some would begin to find work in textile
manufacturing or mining

 Luxury goods came in high demand in Europe and not just
for the elite…as products became more readily available,
more ordinary people accumulated possessions…
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RISE OF THE MIDDLE CLASSES
 Growing commercial efforts created a new class, theGrowing commercial efforts created a new class, the

proletariat or middle class…many wereproletariat or middle class…many were
manufactures or laborers ,they crowded into urbanmanufactures or laborers ,they crowded into urban
areas, beginning new waves of overcrowding inareas, beginning new waves of overcrowding in
cities…many became poor (think Dickens)cities…many became poor (think Dickens)

 Those that maintained their wealth came to fightThose that maintained their wealth came to fight
for their rights (right to vote, right for property, etc.)for their rights (right to vote, right for property, etc.)
which became the precursors for Enlightenmentwhich became the precursors for Enlightenment
ideas.ideas.

 A fervor of witchcraft persecution grew out ofA fervor of witchcraft persecution grew out of
church movements in smaller communities inchurch movements in smaller communities in
western Europe and New England, which seriouslywestern Europe and New England, which seriously
tested the roles of women.tested the roles of women.
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SCIENCE!!!
 In the late 16In the late 16thth century,century, CopernicusCopernicus revealed that the earthrevealed that the earth

revolved around the sun, not sun around the earth like therevolved around the sun, not sun around the earth like the
church believedchurch believed
 As a result of his efforts, several other scientific thinkersAs a result of his efforts, several other scientific thinkers

KeplerKepler, Galileo, Galileo emerged and affirmed his theories othersemerged and affirmed his theories others
likelike William HarveyWilliam Harvey andand Andreas VesaliusAndreas Vesalius explored theexplored the
innerinner--workings of man and creatureworkings of man and creature
 Science advances were accompanied justifications, such asScience advances were accompanied justifications, such as

Francis Bacon’sFrancis Bacon’s postulations on empirical research andpostulations on empirical research and
experimentation,experimentation, Rene Descartes’Rene Descartes’ skepticism of humanskepticism of human
reasoning and the laws of naturereasoning and the laws of nature Isaac Newton’sIsaac Newton’s PrincipiaPrincipia
MathematicaMathematica which was literally the first encyclopedia ofwhich was literally the first encyclopedia of
scientific and mathematic theoriesscientific and mathematic theories
 John LockeJohn Locke
 Despite accusations of witchcraft against nearly all of theDespite accusations of witchcraft against nearly all of the

above, their ideas flourished and began a new wave ofabove, their ideas flourished and began a new wave of
education in European societies…universities dedicated toeducation in European societies…universities dedicated to
their teachings openedtheir teachings opened
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Political Changes
 The feudal system finally came completely unraveled byThe feudal system finally came completely unraveled by

the end of the 17the end of the 17thth century…individual monarchs gainedcentury…individual monarchs gained
greater powers in waging warfare and collecting taxes,greater powers in waging warfare and collecting taxes,
relying less on the elites and more on the masses…thisrelying less on the elites and more on the masses…this
system became known as absolute monarchysystem became known as absolute monarchy
 FranceFrance became the leading kingdom under this system,became the leading kingdom under this system,

ruled byruled by Louis XIVLouis XIV who promoted mercantilism,who promoted mercantilism,
lowered eliminated internal tariffs and increased foreignlowered eliminated internal tariffs and increased foreign
import tariffs, carefully regulated manufacturing (stateimport tariffs, carefully regulated manufacturing (state
controlled), built state schools and controlled all aspectscontrolled), built state schools and controlled all aspects
of France’s colonies abroadof France’s colonies abroad
 This system spread to notThis system spread to not only Spain ,  Germanyonly Spain ,  Germany

(Prussia, Austria/Hungary(Prussia, Austria/Hungary , which were still under the, which were still under the
control of the Holy Roman Empire, and each kingdomcontrol of the Holy Roman Empire, and each kingdom
developed vigorous militaries to expand/defend theirdeveloped vigorous militaries to expand/defend their
kingdoms against foreign forces seeking their territorykingdoms against foreign forces seeking their territory
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Political Changes
 England and the NetherlandsEngland and the Netherlands developed asdeveloped as

parliamentary monarchies…England’s came as a resultparliamentary monarchies…England’s came as a result
of the English Civil War, the soof the English Civil War, the so--calledcalled GloriousGlorious
Revolution of 1688Revolution of 1688--16891689 in which the parliament noin which the parliament no
longer depended on the king to meet and upheld itslonger depended on the king to meet and upheld its
right to tax or monitor state policies independent ofright to tax or monitor state policies independent of
the crown.the crown.
 Parliaments drew their authority and ideas from theParliaments drew their authority and ideas from the

people, as was depicted in the teachings ofpeople, as was depicted in the teachings of JOHNJOHN
LOCKELOCKE “people invariably have the right to revolt“people invariably have the right to revolt
against unjust rule”against unjust rule”
 In the end, both forms of government led to theIn the end, both forms of government led to the

formation of nationformation of nation--states, kingdoms with people ofstates, kingdoms with people of
common culture, language and ancestry…and incommon culture, language and ancestry…and in
general, common people did not actively participate ingeneral, common people did not actively participate in
most governmentsmost governments
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Johann Gutenberg invented a
“printing press” – or,
the technique of printing from
movable blocks of type letters.

Gutenberg was a 15th-century German craftsman, inventor, and printer.  He used
hand-set type cast in molds to print multiple copies of manuscripts. Copying now
became
mechanized and much faster.
The invention of movable-type printing
facilitated an easier exchange of ideas
throughout Europe and helped spread
the ideas of the Renaissance.

Renaissance Ideas Spread to Northern
Europe;
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.Gutenberg's invention did not make him rich, but it
laid the foundation for the first commercial mass
production of books. The success of printing meant
that books soon became cheaper, and the
previously uneducated lower classes of the
population could now afford them and it inspired
them to learn to read, increasing literacy.
More than ever before, it spread news more quickly
and enabled people to follow debates and
discussions of matters that concerned them.
Consequently, the printed book also led to more
stringent attempts at censorship. This was a sign
that it was felt by those in authority to be
dangerous and challenging to their position.
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them to learn to read, increasing literacy.
More than ever before, it spread news more quickly
and enabled people to follow debates and
discussions of matters that concerned them.
Consequently, the printed book also led to more
stringent attempts at censorship. This was a sign
that it was felt by those in authority to be
dangerous and challenging to their position.
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Writers Try to Reform Society;
“Northern Renaissance writers also adopted the ideas of Humanism...

however, some gave it a more religious slant.”

Desiderius Erasmus – a Christian humanist, wrote “The Praise of Folly” which
poked fun at people’s human flaws such as greedy merchants, arrogant priests,
etc.  He believed mankind could improve society by reading the Bible and that
Christianity was about “the heart” and not a bunch of “rules and ceremonies” done in
Church.

Erasmus was from the
Dutch region of Holland
and received many honors
in his lifetime.  He was often critical of the
“mindless” rituals Christians performed
during church services and their ignorance
about the actual Bible itself.

Erasmus was from the
Dutch region of Holland
and received many honors
in his lifetime.  He was often critical of the
“mindless” rituals Christians performed
during church services and their ignorance
about the actual Bible itself.

“It is the chief point of happiness when a man is willing to be what he is -
not what others would have him be.”   ~ Erasmus, 1527.
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;. Thomas More – an English humanist concerned about society’s
problems.  He wrote “Utopia,” about an ideal model of society.

More served as Speaker in the House of
Commons and Lord Chancellor during the reign of
King Henry VIII of England.  When Henry began
his plan to separate the Church of England from
the Catholic Pope, More defended Catholicism
and the struggle with his king would lead
eventually to his trial for treason and his
beheading in 1535 at the Tower of London.

The events are dramatized in a classic film
entitled
“A Man for All Seasons.”

Utopia is Greek for “no place” – More’s sense of humor is shown since this
perfect society he gives this name to clearly did not exist.

Statue of More in Chelsea,
London

More served as Speaker in the House of
Commons and Lord Chancellor during the reign of
King Henry VIII of England.  When Henry began
his plan to separate the Church of England from
the Catholic Pope, More defended Catholicism
and the struggle with his king would lead
eventually to his trial for treason and his
beheading in 1535 at the Tower of London.

The events are dramatized in a classic film
entitled
“A Man for All Seasons.”
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. William Shakespeare – English playwright whose plays
examine human flaws but also express the Renaissance view of
humanity’s potential.  Many of his plays focus on Greek or
Roman subjects and classical plots.

The Globe Theater
Shakespeare had this
“theater in the round”
built on the banks of the
Thames River in London,
1599 – 1614.



The famous Globe
theater was recently
rebuilt in London to the
same specifications as

Shakespeare had
designed…
every detail was
copied even the
types of building
materials, theater
seating (standing!),
and the paint used
in the
original 17th c.
building.

Shakespeare had
designed…
every detail was
copied even the
types of building
materials, theater
seating (standing!),
and the paint used
in the
original 17th c.
building.
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The First and Second Crusades
• Pope promises Crusaders who die a place in heaven
• First Crusade: three armies gather at Constantinople

in 1097
• Crusaders capture Jerusalem in 1099
• Captured lands along coast divided into four

Crusader states
• Muslims take back Edessa in 1144; Second Crusade

fails to retake it
• In 1187 Saladin—Muslim leader and Kurdish

warrior—retakes Jerusalem
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The Third Crusade
• Third Crusade led by three powerful rulers
• One is Richard the Lion-Hearted—king of England
• Phillip II of France abandons Crusade after arguing

with Richard
• Frederick I of Germany drowns during the journey
• In 1192 Richard and Saladin make peace after many

battles
• Saladin keeps Jerusalem but allows Christian

pilgrims to enter city
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The Crusading Spirit Dwindles
1Later Crusades

• Fourth Crusade: Crusaders loot Constantinople
in 1204

• Two other Crusades strike Egypt, but fail to
weaken Muslims

The Children’s Crusade
• In 1212 thousands of children die or are enslaved in failed
crusade

The Children’s Crusade
• In 1212 thousands of children die or are enslaved in failed
crusade
A Spanish Crusade
• Most of Spain controlled by Moors, a Muslim people
• Christians fight Reconquista—drive Muslims

from Spain, 1100 to 1492
• Spain has Inquisition—court to suppress heresy;

expels non-Christians



The Effects of the Crusades
The Crusades Change Life
• Crusades show power of Church in convincing

thousands to fight
• Women who stay home manage the estate and

business affairs
• Merchants expand trade, bring back many goods

from Southwest Asia
• Failure of later crusades weakens pope and

nobles, strengthens kings
• Crusades create lasting bitterness between

Muslims and Christians
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Changes in Medieval Society
Changes in Agriculture
• From 800 to 1200 the climate warms, opening more land to
farming
• Changes in technology result in more food production
Switch to Horsepower
• Harnessed horses replace oxen in pulling plows and wagons
• Horses plow three times as much a day, increasing

food supply

Switch to Horsepower
• Harnessed horses replace oxen in pulling plows and wagons
• Horses plow three times as much a day, increasing

food supply

The Three-Field System
• Around 800 three-field system used—plant two

fields, let one rest
• This produces more food and leads to population

increase



The Guilds
Development of Guilds
• Guilds develop—organization of people in the

same occupation
• Merchant guilds begin first; they keep prices up,

provide security
• Skilled artisans, men and women, form craft

guilds
• Guilds set standards for quality, prices, wages,

working conditions
• Guilds supervise training of new members of their

craft
• The wealth of guilds influences government and

economy
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